The focus of this research project was to investigate the basic properties of InAs/GaInSb interfaces and how those properties effect the control of growing abrupt interfaces. STM and SIMS studies showed that InAs grown on GaSb tends to be less abrupt because the GaAs bond strengths are stronger than in GaSb. The As in InAs exchanges with underlying Ga atoms, while the displaced Sb is incorporated in the InAs. Atomic-layer epitaxy at higher temperatures tends to yield smoother interfaces. Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) was used to determine band offsets at InAs/GaSb interfaces; the offset was 90 meV higher for InAs on GaSb than for the reversed order. The end result was an improved recipe for high-quality structures for infrared devices.
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Research Objectives

We carried out a research program aimed at the most promising material for satisfying the Air Force's needs for infrared imaging from space. This application is very demanding, requiring long wavelength response, the highest possible operating temperature, the highest performance, large number of pixels and integrated processing electronics.

• We investigated the basic properties of InAs/GaInSb superlattices.

• We investigated the basics of this anion switch with an eye to producing a recipe that will produce adequate control.

• We employed in situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The images were captured electronically and processed with a workstation to obtain information on the properties of the superlattice interfaces.

• Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) was employed to measure the chemical composition of the growth surfaces.

• Scanning tunneling microscopy was employed to investigate the growth surface on a microscopic scale.

• This research has resulted in a growth recipe that will provide the Air Force with its unique needs for an infrared material.

Status of Effort

The effort has arrived at the end of the funding. Like all research programs it is not completed. The STM/BEEM experiments could be carried much further to probe the dissimilarities of InAs/GaInSb interfaces versus GaInSb/InAs. It is widely recognized that these two interfaces are very different. Further the variations due to variations of lateral composition have not been probed at all. BEEM/STM could provide information on this subject.
New Findings

The research program accomplished all of its aims.

• InAs-on-GaSb is less abrupt
  • As exchange down into GaSb because the bond strengths: GaAs > GaSb
  • Source of free As during interface formation
  • Sb incorporation up into InAs
  • Sb->good surfactant

• GaSb-on-InAs is more abrupt
  • Sb does not exchange into InAs
  • Bond strengths: InSb < InAs
  • As does not ride up
  • As less of a surfactant

• Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) and higher growth temperatures give
  • Smoother interfaces
  • More symmetric interfaces
  • Less Sb incorporation in InAs overlayers
  • Less Sb incorporation in InAs overlayers

• Band Offsets Dependent on Parameters of the Growth
  • InAs on GaSb valence band offset not dependent on the interface composition
• InAs/GaSb valence band offset dependent on the growth order

• InAs on GaSb has larger band offset by 0.09eV as determined by ESCA

• XPS data shows the expected composition dependence

• GaSb-on-InAs: XPS data and calculation are consistent with an abrupt interface

• InAs-on-GaSb: Calculation shows that the range of experimental data is NOT consistent with an abrupt interface. Evidence for intermixed anion sublattice

• SIMS data shows

• Direct evidence of Sb incorporation in InAs overlayers

  • Interface grown at higher temperature is more abrupt: consistent with STM observations, high temperature favors formation of equilibrium InAs bonds over metastable InSb bonds

  • Lower interface has more abrupt Sb profile hence result is not an artifact of sputter roughening

• BEEM Measurements on InAs/AlSb/InAs/AlSb/InAs

  • See Threshold for AlSb Barrier

  • Variation in Threshold Across Sample ±0.05V
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Publications

The publications are listed below. The number is the publication number for the group should the paper be requested.


Presentations

Numerous presentations were made at conferences such as the Physics and Chemistry of Compound Semiconductor Interfaces, the International Conference on Narrow Bandgap Materials, and a Nato Advanced Summer School on Quantum Transport in Ultrasmall Devices. We made presentations at two AFOSR Workshops on the AFOSR Program (8/96 and 8/97).

Interactions

The group has a close interactions with Hughes Research Laboratories, notably David Chow and Richard Miles. They are both engaged in growth of devices based on InAs/GaSb/AlSb heterojunctions.